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Dear loyal Swiss citizens and inhabitants, 

 

Corona yes or no? Let's vote with our feet! 

 

 

Do you see any bodies in the streets? Do you know of 

any Corona death victim? 

I introduce to you in the person of Rita ROSENSTIEL 

(96) a corona collateral victim. 

After a routine test she was put into quarantine as a 

corona-contaminated patient without symptoms. 13 

days of cruel isolation! Dull! 

 

We're looking as of today at about 220,000 corona deaths worldwide. In 

comparison: every year, 300,000 to 800,000 people die from flu. 

Scientists - including Nobel Prize winners - from all over the world tell us 

that the pandemic mass hysteria is a hoak. However, they do not get a word 

in the cartel media and are sometimes censored on the Internet. There is 

terror of opinion. Research and google yourself, for example, for the 

personalities listed on the back and your opinions.  

Make up your own mind! 

Lawyers are destroying our legal system, doctors are destroying our health 

system, journalists are destroying our society, banksters are destroying the 

economy, and politicians are destroying our basic rights and freedom. Goal: 

forced vaccination and earmarking of humanity. We are degraded to pets. 

And that's that! 

Patriots founded the Swiss Confederation on the Rütli at night and in secret 

in 1291. Let us remember our historical values! Let us meet unnoticed in 

small family and friendship circles, not via the Internet or Facebook. Let us 

debate the question with eye contact: Is corona a giant fake? Yes or no? 

Let's vote with our feet! 

It's easier to fool people than to convince them they've been fooled. 

Mark Twain 

 
Gerhard ULRICH, patriotic Swiss Dissident 

im Tröttli 30 

CH-8468 Guntalingen ZH  -  catharsisgu@gmail.com  

 

Searche, google for opinions of scientists, who take a stand on Corona, e.g: 

mailto:catharsisgu@gmail.com
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Prof. Luc MONTAGNIER, Nobel Prize for medicine 

 

Professor Michel LEVITT, Professor for Biochemistty,  Stanford  

University, USA. Nobelpreis für Chemie 2013. 

 

Dr.med. Wolfgang WODARG, former Medical officer of Schleswig-

Holstein 

and well known German Public Health politician 

 

Prof. Didier RAOULT, Leader of a research institute in Marseille 

with 400 employees 

 

Prof.Dr. Sucharit BHAKDI, 22 years Dean of the Institute for medical 

microbiology and Hygiene at the Johannes Gutenburg University Mainz 

 

Dr.med. Pascal TROTTA, practicing physician in France 

 

Ernst WOLFF, German Economy journalist 

 

Dr.med. Rüdiger, practicing physician in Austria 

 

Olaf KRETSCHMANN, Author of the book « Im Zeichen der Wahrheit » 

 

Clemens ARVAY, Austrian biologist 

 

Dr.med. Tal SCHALLER, practicing Swiss physiciant in France 

 

Gerhard WISNEWSKI, Journalist and book author 

 

More sources you find e.g. on : 
http://blauerbote.com/2020/04/04/expertenstimmen-zur-corona-krise-2/ 
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